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ABSTRACT

As a result of the human genome project and
advancements in DNA sequencing technology,
we can utilize a huge amount of nucleotide se-
quence data and can search DNA sequence mo-
tifs in whole human genome. However, search-
ing motifs with the naked eye is an enormous
task and searching throughout the whole
genome is absolutely impossible. Therefore, we
have developed a computational genome�wide
analyzing system for detecting DNA sequence
motifs with biological significance. We used a
multi�parallel network computing system as a
powerful computing engine. Furthermore, we
improved the system to work as a background
engine for web�based applications. The multi�
parallel computing engine consists of a head
processor, which issues control commands to
data processing nodes for various kinds of jobs,
such as retrieving arbitrary sequences, generat-
ing mapping images, and loading data sections
from genome databases. We constructed the

system to function as a flexible Client/Server
structure connected over the network, and this
system could be adapted to cope with increases
in sequence data and to deal with algorithms for
new investigation needs by slightly changing
the control procedures and increasing the num-
ber of the processor node. We developed two
additional tools to annotate the genome se-
quences. The first was the cDNA Reverse Splic-
ing Tool, which divided cDNA sequences into
exons and mapped them on the genomic se-
quence, and the second was DNA�Protein
Translation Tool which showed open reading
frames (ORFs) of whole genome. In order to ex-
amine the availability and efficiency of our sys-
tem, we searched and identified p53RE (p53 re-
sponse element) as a representative sequence
motif on genomic sequences of chromosome 21
and 22. As a result, we detected 50,000 p53REs
on fifty mega base genomic DNA sequences
within 27 seconds.
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INTRODUCTION
The Human Genome Project was com-

pleted in 2003 1) and we have been able to utilize
a huge amount of DNA sequence data freely,
and because of the growth of the Internet and
construction of public biological databases such
as GenBank, we have been able to get whole
genome sequence data, analyze them and obtain
significant information. An example of such in-
formation is DNA sequence motifs, which in-
clude a variety of cis�regulatory modules and
are important for predicting the functions of
several genes around them. However, searching
motifs with the naked eye is extremely tedious
work and searching throughout the whole hu-
man genome is fundamentally impossible. For
the last several years, computational technology
has also made great and rapid progress. There-
fore, using the “computer" to analyze the
genome sequence was a natural solution. How-
ever there were no tools to search sequence
motifs through the whole genome in one in-
stance. We therefore tried to develop a compu-
tational genome�wide analyzing system for de-
tecting DNA sequence motifs. Such analysis re-
quired a powerful computing engine, so we
therefore took advantage of the parallel process-
ing architecture for VHP (visible human pro-
jects) Image Viewer, which had been success-
fully used in GIBN (Global Interoperability for
Broadband Network), a G7 information Society
Project, in 2000 2�6).
First, we chose p53RE as a target sequence

motif of our system, because transcriptional co�
activator p53 protein binds to this element and
regulates many cell�biological functions, such as
cell cycle regulation, apoptosis, inhibition of angi-
ogenesis, and DNA repair by inducing transcrip-
tion of a variety of genes around p53REs7).
Therefore, complete detection of all p53 regu-
lated genes will lead to an understanding of the
mechanism of carcinogenesis, the development
of new treatments and the genomic drug dis-
covery.
Here we report three bioinformatics tools

developed for the Post�genome sequence era.

We hope that our system will be a helpful tool
for biological researchers to reveal the functions
of genes.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Software development
We developed three original softwares, Mo-

tif Detection Tool (MDT), cDNA Reverse Splic-
ing Tool (cDRST) and Protein Translation Tool
(PTT) for this investigation. The programs, in-
cluding Web pages, CGI modules, and various
kinds of processing modules and data communi-
cation modules were developed using general
UNIX�C language in Linux OS.

System development
For our system, we constructed a parallel

processing cluster with five low cost Personal
Computers (PC) connected together by a 100
Mega Byte per second fast ether network.
These computers had a 533 Mega Hertz CPU,
128 Mega Byte main memory, 20 Giga Byte
hard drive, and were installed with RedHat6.2J,
a Linux system software. In this investigation,
the CPU power was more important than its
memory space. Web server software, CGI (Com-
mon Gateway Interface) programs and task con-
troller program were installed on the same PC,
the other PCs were configured to work as Im-
age Data Processors and Matching processors.
Certainly, the Web server and task controller
could be assigned to different PCs, and also it
was not necessity for the task controller and
parallel processing cluster PCs to be allocated to
the same network. The system can be used
through the Internet, as long as the user's com-
puter is equipped with a widely used Web
browser, such as Netscape or Internet Explorer.

Biological data
The human chromosome 21 (28 mega base)

and 22 (23 mega base) genomic DNA sequence
data released from GenBank were used to
search for p53RE for validation of Motif Detec-
tion Tool and Protein Translation Tool. Also
mRNA data released from GenBank were used
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in cDNA mapping tool.

RESULTS
System Architecture
The system was composed in form of a Cli-

ent/Server structure, including a web server,
task controller, and multi�parallel computing en-
gine. The task controller commanded the com-
puting engine to perform various jobs, such as
retrieving a particular portion, generating DNA
mapping images, and loading data sections from
the genomic sequence databases. The Web�
based interface communicated with the task
controller thorough a set of CGI programs. The
task controller exchanged data with the multi�
parallel computing engine via a TCP/IP socket
connection which was widely used as the basic
protocol over the Internet compliant and is a
very promising system for the Next Generation
Internet, a high performance network.
In dealing with the genome sequence, there

were a lot of tasks such as loading chromosome
sequences from the database, and generating
images to visualize the nucleotide portion and
their associated biological information. These
functions are assumed under another two pro-
grams, cDNA Reverse Splicing Tool (cDRST)
which divided cDNA sequences into exons and
mapped them on the genomic sequence, and the
second was Protein Translation Tool (PTT)
which showed open reading frames (ORFs) of
the whole human genome.
In our system, the Web server connected

to the task controller as a client/server system,
and the task controller connected to the data
processing nodes in the computing engine in the
same way. By using this flexible client/server
architecture, we can modify the system archi-
tecture to correspond to increase in the data-
base or new investigation algorithms.

Motif Detection Tool (MDT)
Our tool identifies sequence motifs with a

two�step search. The first step is retrieving
character strings matching with the query motif
sequence. In this step, we had to detect the

sites matching the motif sequence imperfectly
as well as the perfectly matching sites, because
each motif had redundancy and tolerated some
levels of mismatch. The second step is analyzing
positional relationships of motifs, because some
motifs needed to be located near each other,
such as in tandem arrangement, for their func-
tion.
We are going to describe the details of our

system, taking p53RE as an example for a se-
quence motif. p53RE is defined by a 20�nucleo-
tide palindrome sequence consisting of 10�nu-
cleotide elements separated by an arbitrary
spacer sequence8). This consensus binding se-
quence is allowed a mismatch of less than four
in the 20�nucleotide and the number of nucleo-
tides in the spacer is less than 12. p53RE is rep-
resented as shown bellow (m < 12).

[RRRCWWGYYY] + (N)m + [RRRCWWGYYY]
In the above expression, R represents a pu-

rine nucleotide, Adenine or Guanine, Y repre-
sents a pyrimidine nucleotide, Cytosine or
Thymine, W represents a nucleotide that takes
two intermolecular hydrogen bonds (binding
force is Week), Adenine or Thymine.
In the first step of searching, we retrieved

all the portions matched to any 10�nucleotide
element of p53RE on the genetic DNA se-
quence, and in the second step, we collected the
satisfying pairs from the records of the primary
search by checking if the interval length was
within (N)m (Fig. 1). To improve the response of
the search process, the chromosome sequences
were pre�loaded into the matching processors,
and the matching rate checking operations for
immediate stop when reaching maximum un-
matched nucleic acid were performed during
both the primary and secondary search. The op-
eration significantly decreased the ineffective
searching loops and then speeded up the re-
trieval process.
After collecting the satisfying records of

the detection site, they were transferred from
motif matching processors to both image data
processors and expanding data processors via
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TCP socket connections, for the generation of
mapping images and to expand the output.
Here, 31 JPEG images were generated by a
group of image processors, one was for the top
image indicating the positions of all putative p53
binding sites on the chromosome sequence, and
30 images were for detail visualizations. Ex-
panding portions nearby each p53RE could be
retrieved and 200KB sequence output was
achieved according to the user's query. The last
task was to write the text data and image files
onto the disk of the Web server, and to create
an HTML file to the standard output (Fig. 2). In
web implementation, the user could send the

detection definitions for chromosome 21, 22 to
the web server, and even arbitrary sequences
pasted to the text field. Detection information,
including chromosome length, motif definition,
process time for each function, and the positions
of binding sites with neighboring nucleotides
were indicated in text form and motif locations
were visualized on chromosome sequence by
mapping. These mapping images were clickable
images, and when one of the stripes was
cricked an expanded mapping image was dis-
played, indicating the detail motif locations in
that region.

Fig.1 p53RE Detection Algorithm. In the first step, all the portions matched to any 10�nucleotide
element of p53RE were retrieved, and in the second step, the pairs which met the require-
ment of interval length within (N)m were collected.

(spacer N(m) m=0.12)
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cDNA Reverse Splicing Tool (cDRST)
We also developed a tool to divide cDNA

sequences into exons and map them on genomic
sequences. This tool indicated that some genes
existed around the detected motifs and lead to
the discovery of some genes regulated by the
detected motifs. There were some tools to pre-
dict exons based on genomic sequence, such as
GenScan9), but there was no typical algorithm to
predict genomic structure reversely based on
cDNA sequence. We therefore developed an

adaptive expanding algorithm for re�splicing
cDNA into exons reversely and mapping each
exon onto the genetic sequence, adaptively. Usu-
ally, a cDNA only included the exons without
any breaking marks between them. It was very
difficult to divide cDNA into exon pieces at cor-
rect points, the only available knowledge was
that the exon pieces exist on the genetic se-
quence with no more than a certain distance be-
tween them and they have a contextual order
within the sequence. Our algorithm divided

Fig.2 p53RE Detection Processing. The chromosome sequences were pre�loaded into the matching
processors, and the primary and the secondary searches were performed until unmatched nu-
cleic acid reached maximum rate. Next, records of the detection sites were transferred from
motif matching processors to both image data processors and expanding data processors via
TCP socket connections. Thirty�one JPEG images and 200KB sequence data were generated
by a group of processors. The final task was to create HTML files to the standard output.
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cDNA into small portions with equal length to
be matched onto the genetic sequence wihile
taking account of the contextual relations. When
a portion was matched somewhere on the
genomic sequence, the algorithm started ex-
panding along both ends as long as the corre-
sponding nucleotide was identical between
cDNA and genomic sequence. Then, the start
and end pointers of this exon were stored as a
matching record. After all the small portions
had been examined, our tool eliminated redun-
dant putative “exons" (Fig. 3).
By pre�loading the chromosome sequence

into “Exon Matching Processors", the overhead
for accessing tens of megabytes of data could be
cut off. The cDNA portion was received from
the Web browser when the user submitted a
query. These were then pre�processed to check
the content legality and to cut off the illegal
bytes, while reading the parameters for mini-
mum number of exon length and maximum
number of unmatched nucleotides. The task
controller received the information in the query
to divide cDNA into small pieces of equal
length, and sent them to Exon Matching Proces-
sors via TCP socket connections. Matching of

Fig.3 cDNA Reverse Splicing Algorithm. At first, cDNA was divided into small portions of equal
length to be matched onto the genetic sequence while taking account of the contextual rela-
tions. When a portion was matched somewhere on the genomic sequence, the algorithm
started expanding along both ends as long as the corresponding nucleotide was identical be-
tween cDNA and genomic sequence. Then, the start and end pointers of this exon were
stored as a matching record. Finally, redundant putative exons were eliminated.
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the sequences was performed simultaneously to
check the matching rate based on maximum un-
matched nucleotides, exon context and the dis-
tance between first and last exon. After collect-
ing the records from the matching processors,
the task controller picked out the overlapping
records which had the same start and end
pointers and merged them in one exon. Here,
only one piece of the image was generated to in-
dicate the cDNA location on the genetic se-
quence. The last task was to write the text data
and image file onto the disk of the Web server,
and to send the HTML content to the standard

output. In web implementation, the user could
send a query cDNA sequence and some pa-
rameters, such as minimum length of exon,
maximum number of unmatched nucleotides
and some output options. The result pages for
this application indicated the text form and
mapping showing the start and end positions of
exons matched on the chromosome.

Protein Translation Tool (PTT)
DNA�Protein translation tool shows open

reading frames (ORFs) of mapped cDNA around
sequence motifs detected by our system. For

Fig.4 Protein Translation Processing. A table looking up algorithms was used and the given DNA
sequences were translated according to the codon table. Image data processor was used only
for generating protein mapping image of JPEG format for Web browser. Finally, all the text
data and image files were written on the Web server's disk, and HTML content was created
and send to the standard output.
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the protein translation of a given DNA se-
quence, a table looking up algorithm was ap-
plied. The CGI program received query DNA
sequence from Web�based GUI, checked its va-
lidity and converted it into internal format to be
translated according to the codon table. On the
Web browser, the user could obtain both the
amino acid sequence and the image marked
with red lines as stop codon by starting transla-
tions with three frames. The open reading
frame (ORF) was automatically determined by
detecting the maximum length of non�stop co-
don region and was shown in the final output
JPEG image. The protein translation process
was very simple. It simply converted every
chromosome code in any given DNA portion
into a protein description by looking up the co-
don table installed in the system. The process
has a pre�processing step to check the content
legality and cut off the illegal bytes, getting the
text output switch from the user's query. We
did not use parallel processors for the transla-
tion because this task was easily done by com-
puter. An image data processor was used only
to generate a protein mapping image of JPEG
format for the Web browser. Finally, all the text
data and image files were written on the Web
server's disk, and HTML files were created and
sent to the standard output (Fig. 4). In web im-
plementation, DNA sequences were pasted in

the text field and the translation result gave an
image with 3 reading frames. The last stripe
with the longest non�stop codon region is de-
tected as the proper result. Three sets of pro-
tein sequences in text form corresponding to
the original DNA portion were also printed.

System performance
The p53RE detection processing time and the
matching records were measured for both chro-
mosome 21 and 22 sequence, corresponding to
the primary search and secondary search, and
the perfectly matching and partially matching
sequences from 19/20 to 16/20 with the spacer
fixed to m=12. And we also counted the detec-
tion results of p53 binding site with changing
the spacer changed from m=0 to m=12, and
each p53 binding site number for the longer
spacer included the binding site number with
shorter spacer (Table 1, 2). The primary search
took time more than the secondary search, and
distributing the searching process to parallel
processors was very effective for improving the
response speed. cDNA Reverse Splicing Tool
could divide all cDNA sequences examined into
each exon and map them on the chromosome
sequence exactly (Table 3).

DISCUSSION
Herein, we report the development of three

Table 1 Secondary searching results of p53RE detection
on chromosome 21 with various length of Spacer

Match Rate ２０／２０ １９／２０ １８／２０ １７／２０ １６／２０

Spacer＝０ ７ ４３ １９０ ９３９ ２，７９６

Spacer＝１ １２ ８０ ３８１ １，６７５ ４，７５５

Spacer＝２ １４ １０９ ５６２ ２，３９９ ６，７６８

Spacer＝３ １６ １４３ ７３６ ３，１５１ ８，９５７

Spacer＝４ ２０ １７０ ８９５ ３，８３３ １１，１５９

Spacer＝５ ２４ ２０１ １，０４８ ４，４９１ １３，０１７

Spacer＝６ ２８ ２２５ １，２３３ ５，１３３ １４，８４１

Spacer＝７ ３１ ２５７ １，４０７ ５，８６４ １６，８５９

Spacer＝８ ３４ ２８５ １，５９３ ６，６７８ １８，６３９

Spacer＝９ ３８ ３１０ １，７５０ ７，２５８ ２０，１０４

Spacer＝１０ ４０ ３４９ １，９４５ ７，８９５ ２１，６８３

Spacer＝１１ ４０ ３７０ ２，１１０ ８，５８３ ２３，４００

Spacer＝１２ ４５ ３９５ ２，２５５ ９，０９４ ２４，７８２

Table ２ Secondary searching results of p５３RE detection
on chromosome ２２with various length of Spacer

Match Rate ２０／２０ １９／２０ １８／２０ １７／２０ １６／２０

Spacer＝０ １０ ３２ １７３ １，３３３ ３，６０４

Spacer＝１ １４ ５４ ３７２ ２，０６８ ５，６８４

Spacer＝２ １７ ８２ ５５８ ２，９１４ ８，０８１

Spacer＝３ ２０ １１４ ７５２ ３，８１２ １０，６７６

Spacer＝４ ２１ １３７ ９２５ ４，５２６ １３，２１６

Spacer＝５ ２３ １６１ １，１２０ ５，２０７ １５，１４４

Spacer＝６ ２７ １８１ １，２７２ ５，７７４ １６，９５０

Spacer＝７ ３０ ２１１ １，４６１ ６，４９７ １８，６８３

Spacer＝８ ３１ ２３９ １，７１９ ７，６０２ ２０，４９６

Spacer＝９ ３２ ２７３ １，９３９ ８，２９４ ２２，０５９

Spacer＝１０ ３５ ２９７ ２，１１１ ８，９２４ ２３，６２３

Spacer＝１１ ３６ ３１６ ２，２７７ ９，５３７ ２５，０９３

Spacer＝１２ ４２ ３４９ ２，４４４ １０，１０９ ２６，３９０
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bioinformatics tools, Motif Detection Tool, cDNA
Reverse Splicing Tool and Protein Translation
Tool. We used a multi�parallel network comput-
ing system constructed by low cost PCs instead
of expensive super computers. The prototype
system was implemented to work for p53RE
Detection with ambiguous searching, cDNA
mapping on genomic sequence with adaptive
exon matching, and DNA translation to protein
sequence. A multi�step comparison algorithm
with partial compatibility was proposed for mo-
tif detection, an adaptive expanding algorithm
was proposed for cDNA Reverse Splicing Tool,
and both algorithms proved efficient and effec-
tive in our prototype system. A Web�based in-

terface was used for easy access, the user can
send queries to the system and get results, in-
cluding text data and DNA mapping images
from the Web browser. This system used the
parallel processing cluster as its background en-
gine consisting of a task controller and data
processing nodes. This flexible client/server
structure allows efficient modification of the sys-
tem's architecture to deal with expanding data-
bases or new investigation algorithms.
In searching and identifying p53RE as a

representative sequence motif, our system de-
tected a larger�than�expected number of poten-
tial p53 binding sites. Because, it is hardly pos-
sible that all the detected potential binding sites

Table３ Results of cDNA Reverse Splicing Tool
№ cDNA Name Length Start on Ch．２２End on Ch．２２ Length Exon Max Exon Min Exon
１ HCF２ ２，１８２ ５２０，９７７ ５２９，４０２ ８，４２６ ４ ９０７ １４７
２ CRKL １，８８１ ６５９，１０８ ６９１，９８６ ３２，８７６ ３ ８２２ ４７０
３ LZTR－１ ４，２２７ ７２４，０９９ ７４０，７２１ １６，６２３ ２７ ７０５ ５４
４ HP２XM ３，５５２ ７５６，８４３ ７７０，５１３ １３，６７１ １４ ９３４ ７１
５ MAPK１ １，４７６ １，５０５，７３３ １，６０９，３１７ １０３，５８５ ９ ３１８ １１２
６ MAPE－c ２，１４８ ２，２７７，５１０ ２，２８９，０２３ １１，５１４ ６ ９４６ ３９
７ GNAZ ２，６７６ ２，８２５，２６２ ２，８５４，６０１ ２９，３４０ ４ ８２９ ３２７
８ MMP１１ ２，２６０ ３，５０２，３６６ ３，５１３，８３２ １１，４６７ ８ ９０６ １３１
９ MIF ５２３ ３，６２３，９５７ ３，６２４，７３８ ７８２ ３ １７７ １４３
１０ DDT ４１３ ３，６９１，０１８ ３，６９７，０８０ ６，０６３ ３ １７７ １０３
１１ ADORA２A ２，３６３ ４，１５０，０４８ ４，１５９，２５６ ９，２０９ ２ １，７５１ ６１５
１２ ADRBK２ ３，６２８ ５，２８１，９００ ５，４４０，８７０ １５８，９７１ ２１ １，６６０ ５４
１３ MN１－c ７，５５６ ７，４３２，４５８ ７，４８５，６７９ ５３，２２２ ２ ４，７３６ ２，８２２
１４ ADTB１－c ３，８４５ ９，０１１，９７１ ９，１０７，３０７ ９５，３３７ ２１ １，０４０ ７０
１５ NEFH ３，７５０ ９，１６４，３７５ ９，１７５，５０２ １１，１２８ ４ ２，５４５ １２９
１６ LIF－c ３，８７０ ９，８８８，６９３ ９，８９４，９９８ ６，３０６ ３ ３，６０８ ８４
１７ SMTN １，５７６ １０，７３９，５８５ １０，７５２，８６０ １３，２７６ １１ ３０９ ６３
１８ LIMK２ ３，８０７ １０，８９６，６３８ １０，９２８，３１４ ３１，６７７ １５ １，７８４ ５７
１９ SLC５A１ ２，４４９ １１，６９１，５０８ １１，７５８，８９４ ６７，３８７ １５ ６７１ ６２
２０ TIMP３ ５，４６８ １２，４４９，０５６ １２，５１１，２７５ ６２，２２０ ５ ３，８６１ ８４
２１ HMOX１ １，５５０ １５，０２９，３３４ １５，０４２，４４１ １３，１０８ ５ ７３６ １０２
２２ MB－c １，０６７ １５，２１２，７１５ １５，２１２，８８１ １０，５６３ ３ ６８１ １６６
２３ MYH９－c ５，８８２ １５，８７８，２２０ １５，９４４，７８７ ６６，５６８ ３９ ３３３ ６４
２４ MPST １，２２５ １６，５９０，９６６ １６，５９６，５９５ ５，６３０ ２ ６１９ ６０８
２５ LGALS２－c ４２９ １７，１３６，９９８ １７，１４６，６７０ ９，６７３ ４ １６１ ３３
２６ LGALS１ ５２２ １７，２４２，３７５ １７，２４６，５３５ ４，１６１ ４ １９６ ７７
２７ GCAT １，４４２ １７，３７４，７０４ １７，３８３，６３６ ８，９３３ ９ ３３３ ８５
２８ KCNJ４－c １，９０３ １７，９９３，０６３ １８，０１０，７６４ １７，７０２ ２ １，８４６ ５９
２９ GTPBP１ ２，１２３ １８，２７２，７９４ １８，２９７，６５５ ２４，８６２ １２ ３５５ ９０
３０ DNAL４－c １，４８０ １８，３４５，２４４ １８，３６０，８８５ １５，６４２ ４ １，１０８ ８２
３１ MGAT３ ２，３２７ １９，０２４，０５６ １９，０５６，１７０ ３２，１１５ ２ ２，０８５ ２４３
３２ ATF４ ２，０１６ １９，０８７，３００ １９，０８９，４１６ ２，１１７ ２ １，１０８ ９０９
３３ ADSL １，６９２ １９，９１３，２９４ １９，９３３，４８３ ２０，１９０ １３ ３１６ ４５
３４ P３００ ９，０４６ ２０，６５８，５２１ ２０，７４６，２７６ ８７，７５６ ３７ ２，７６４ ４３
３５ ACO２ ２，４５８ ２１，０３５，８６２ ２１，０９５，４４４ ５９，５８３ １８ ２６１ ５６
３６ G２２P１ ２，０９６ ２１，１８８，７２６ ２１，２３０，７７３ ４２，０４８ １２ ４１６ ９７
３７ BZRP ６３６ ２２，７０６，１８７ ２２，７１７，８８１ １１，６９５ ３ ４４０ ６０
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are functional, we have to narrow down the
candidates of p53RE according to their biologi-
cal meaningfulness and significance. It is ex-
pected that the other sequence motifs, as well
as p53RE, are also not defined by sequence only.
Now, we are developing advanced systems to
specify functional motifs by using comparative
genomics and merging other annotation infor-
mation sequentially.
Today, The Human Genome Project has

been completed and other species genomes are
being rapidly revealed. Moreover, a lot of bio-
logical databases including nucleotide or protein
sequences, 3D molecular structures, Pathway
data and so on, are made available to the public.
We are able to utilize a huge amount of biologi-
cal data but it is impossible to search the data-
bases and to find the required information by
the naked eye. On the other hand computer and
network technologies are advancing quickly. In
this context, the new academic field of “Bioin-
formatics", which fuses informatics and biology,
is now established and making progress, and
our project is a part of Bioinformatics. In Bioin-
formatics research, it is important to reflect on
the ideas of biological researchers regarding bio-
informatics tools, to validate the results of com-
putational analysis biologically and to relay vali-
dated results back to informatics researchers. In
this project, we organized well communicated
research teams consisted with informatics and
biological researchers, and this allowed us to
perform successful for bioinformatics research.
It is expected that future tasks will include

the release of the Web site on our findings for
public service, the implementation of more algo-
rithms, the improvement of the control proce-
dure corresponding to the increasing parallel
processing nodes and genome sequence data-
base. A detection system of sequence features
based on artificial intelligence is another impor-
tant future project.
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